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OLD WORLD RENAISSANCE
Newer wine countries such as Australia, New Zealand – and now China – may be grabbing
the headlines but the oldies of the wine world still pack a punch.
Over the past 12 months, Sainsbury’s has seen most growth from Old World countries such
as Italy and France as consumers rediscover classic wines – and particularly wines from
emerging regions – says senior wine buyer Julian Dyer. Old World countries have also done
well at Asda, with sales of French wine growing about 50% year-on-year in an otherwise flat
market, according to Asda wine selection manager Philippa Carr. Both Sainsbury’s and Asda
are also reporting strong performances from Champagne and sparkling wines, with Dyer
predicting Prosecco is set to become “the new Cava”.
As for future growth, Italy and Spain are ones to watch, believes Thierry’s buying director
Lindsay Talas. Both countries have plenty of untapped resources, says Richard Halstead at
Wine Intelligence, who adds that a decline in Spanish domestic consumption is freeing up
volume that can be sold into the UK market.

While China’s potential as a wineexporting country to the UK has yet to be
fulﬁ lled, it is already having an impact as
a wine consumer. High taxation, powerful retailers and poor exchange rates have
curbed proﬁtability and made the UK less
attractive to wine suppliers – so producers
have been looking elsewhere. “China is top
of most people’s lists,” says Halstead. “It’s
going to be the story of the next two decades in terms of market growth.”
Consumption of still light wine more
than doubled in China between 2005 and
2009, according to the IWSR, and is set to
continue growing at almost twice the rate
of any other top 10 wine-consuming country until 2014.
Experts warn that this – coupled with
burgeoning demand from countries such
as Russia and Canada – means producers
may be less likely to rely on the UK to sell
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surplus volume. This could end the low
prices and cheap wine deals UK shoppers
are used to.
Already, there is less cheap, entry-level
wine available than in the past, says Lindsay Talas, buying director for importer
Thierry’s. France is reporting a shortage of
Merlot, she says, while supply of rosé, particularly at the cheap end, is also getting
tighter. “Entry-level rosé is price-sensitive
for the first time ever,” says Talas. “The
prices are going up and the low-cost deals
are unsustainable.” Sure enough, rosé sales
in the past year hit a full stop after about
seven years of growth, with market share
static at 12.5% of off-trade sales [Nielsen
52w/e 22 January 2011].
Sales of Chilean wines have also slowed.
After double-digit growth in the past
ﬁve years, growth now stands at just 3%
[Nielsen], following a 25% to 30% hike in

bulk wine prices, with no sign of prices falling. Talas believes UK wine prices may rise
further – with aggressive promotions such
as 3-for-£10 or 3-for-£12 disappearing.
The UK market is tough and there is a
tendency to “chase the lowest common
denominator” on price, says Spar trading
controller for wines Xenia Irwin MW. But,
she adds, while suppliers to the UK may be
contemplating turning to Asia, the rates
of growth there are off a small base and
are minute compared with the long-term
solidity of the UK market.
Of course, if China’s production and taste
in wine does catch up with the Old World’s,
they might not need to. Suppliers would
be well advised to think twice before they
turn their backs on the UK market to chase
proﬁts in the New World. “Those who pull
out of the UK now won’t be able to clamber
■
back in later,” warns Irwin.
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